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MOUNTAIN RESTAURANT

Dachstein Krippenstein!

The modern full-service restaurant for summer and winter
business has been integrated into the existing old building
of the cable car mountain station, and the seminar and event
room also brought to life again. Here you can enjoy domestic and international dishes, at which, of course, great value
is placed on regional cooking. On the sun terrace and in the
new dining room, which provides seating for up to 150 persons, you can enjoy divine panoramic views of the Dachstein
glacier.

NEW!

Contact: Siegfried Voglmayr, Phone: +43 50 140 12611
Mobile: +43 664 2172570, Mail: restaurant@dachstein.at
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Welcome

to Dachstein!
The Dachstein Krippenstein offers everything
your heart desires and promises days full of
experiencing nature and lasting memories.
Explore the fairytale world of the Ice cave, walk
in the footsteps of cave explorers through the
Mammut and Koppenbrüller caves.
Feel the adrenaline rush through your veins on
the 5fingers viewing platform, then relax with a
leisurely hike to the Heilbronner Cross and visit
the Dachstein Shark on the way!
NEW: Visit the new and modernly furnished pano
ramic mountain restaurant or experience action
and adventure on the new via ferrata Dachstein
Krippenstein!
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Koppenbrüller
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Nature experience

Schönbergalm
The lovingly laid out Schönbergalm nature park by
the middle station of the Dachstein Krippenstein
cable car invites to watch, marvel and relax.
A cave museum takes children on a voyage of discovery through the children-adventure cave or the bad
weather station – cinema, where you can explore the
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labyrinth of caves from the viewing point of a cave
explorer. Past the Almbodenkick football ground,
it‘s on to the Bamhittl tree house via an adventure
trail. A climbing trail, information on the geology
of the region and plenty of opportunities
for rest and relaxation complete the range of offers close to the cable car middle
station.
In the restaurant Schönbergalm, you can recharge
your batteries and look forward to exploring the
Dachstein Ice cave and Dachstein Mammut cave!
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Ice Cave

A magical world of ice
“Gralsburg”, “Parsivaldom” and “King Arthur’s
Cathedral”: behind all these fairytale names lies
fascinating formations of ice and stone.
Accompanied by experienced cave guides, you can
explore the magical underground world of Dachstein. The spectacular ice sculptures, breathtaking
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lighting effects and unique art installations will
fascinate you.
It’s not just nature lovers who will be impressed
by the Ice cave – music fans will too. Every year
in August, the Parsivaldom will change into a
unique concert hall. As part of the Musical Ice
concerts, you have the opportunity to experience
crystal-clear sounds by international artists in a
very special atmosphere.
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Mammut cave

Cave labyrinth of superlatives
One of the largest karst caves in the world impresses with its size, variety of shapes and spectacular artistic installations.
Almost 70 km of the cave labyrinth has been ex
plored, so where else could you get a better impression of the wide range of shapes of the cave world
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than here. Our guided tours will take you through
gigantic cave passages, impressive rock cathedrals and explain how they were formed. Interplays of light and shadows and a laser installation add special effects.
At our trekking tours you can experience the fantastic underground world. Grab your overalls, head
torch and helmet and explore the “Verfallene
Burg” or the inner of the mountain. An exciting adventure is guaranteed!
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Koppenbrüller cave
Roaring water

Where a spectacular cave stream plunges into the
Koppentraun river, the latest of the three Dachstein caves – the Koppenbrüller cave is located.
Especially during snowmelt and heavy rainfalls you
can observe a unique natural spectacle here, which
you can hike through in complete safety on one
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of our guided tours. The water crashes its way
through the mountain – no wonder that there are so
many myths surrounding this cave. You can explore
this “wild” side of the cave in one of the trekking
tours for all the family. Take the child-friendly
short adventure tour or the challenging trekking
tour along the original waterways, you‘ll feel like
a true explorer!
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Dachstein Krippenstein
More than just hiking

A wonderful mountain plateau and plenty of
variety: Here at the Dachstein Krippenstein you‘ll
find everything a hiker, climber or leisure tourist
could want.
The Dachstein Krippenstein cable car will transport
you up to approx. 2,000 m, enabling you to conquer
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the mountain with no effort at all. There is also disabled access: The WeltNATURerbeblick viewing
platform is wheelchair accessible to ensure that
everyone can enjoy the unique Dachstein panorama at close hand.
The approx. 8-metre long Dachstein
Shark is the latest attraction on the Heilbronner circular trail. The popular photo point can
be reached in around 30 minutes walking distance
and offers visitors a view into the pre-historic past
of the Dachstein massif.
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5fingers

Adrenaline & Relaxation
Not for the faint-hearted! The 5finge s viewing
platform, 400 metres above the abyss, provides a
high level of adrenaline rush.
On five differently designed platforms, the 5fingers,
you can check your fear of heights and enjoy unique
panoramic views of lake Hallstättersee and the
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Salzkammergut. The Welterbespirale
viewing platform on the summit of Krippenstein invites to relax, inform and enjoy. Here
you‘ll learn interesting facts about various world
heritage sites, can take photos at the photo point
and set your soul free on one of the relaxation
couches.
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The Dachstein
A sporting challenge
Heilbronner circular trail
This hiking trail is particulary suited to families.
Gentle climbs and incredible views of the Hallstätter
Glacier accompany this family-friendly hiking tour.
Information boards, fossils, the Dachstein Shark and
an extensive network of trails make a trip from the
mountain station to the Gjaidalm lodge educational
and enjoyable for young and old.
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Need to satisfy your impuls for exercise? Then
Dachstein Krippenstein is just your place. All the
way from the valley to the top, the region offers
delightful hiking routes, but also challenging
mountain and climbing tours, such as the new via
ferrata Dachstein Krippenstein, as well as a wide
range of sports options. So pack the backpack
and set off! No matter if going on a tour across the
Dachstein Plateau or a leisurely walk near a lodge
– the Dachstein offers plenty of variety at any time
of year!

Nature Trail
Those interested in geology will love the Nature
Trail. This themed walk leads from the Gjaidalm
lodge via Wiesberghaus lodge to the Simonyhütte
lodge and provides extensive knowledge about the
rocks, plants and animals of the region.

Spend more time on the mountain
thanks to the ascent with the cable car.
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Tickets & Prices
Panorama
ticket

Ice- /
Mammut cave
ticket

Co
cav

or

Adults

29.30

30.80

Youth

26.80

27.70

Children

16.10

16.80

Seniors

27.30

28.80

1 Parent + 1 Child

41.50

43.60

1 Parent +
Children

48.60

51.00

Parents + 1 Child

65.90

69.20

Parents +
Children

73.00

76.60

Group of Adults

27.30

28.30

Group of Children
/ Students

14.70

15.20

Youth: Born 1997 – 1999, Children: Born 2000 – 2009,
Seniors: Born 1956 or before.
Children born 2010 or later get a free pass if accompanied by one
parent (family ID required), 3rd child and up are free.
Group: from 20 people paying full price and buying the same service
through a tour guide, every 21st person is free.
School classes: from 10 paying students 1 accompanying teacher/
person is free, the adult group price applies to all additional accompanying teachers/persons.
Dogs: Euro 5.00 / day
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All prices in Euro.

Combined
cave ticket

Dachstein
Salzkammergut
ticket

All inclusive
ticket

Koppenbrüller
cave
ticket

or

37.40

41.10

43.30

12.30

33.80

37.00

38.70

10.80

20.60

22.80

23.90

7.00

34.90

38.50

40.30

11.30

53.00

58.40

61.50

17.70

62.10

68.40

72.00

20.70

84.10

92.50

97.40

27.90

93.20

102.50

107.90

30.90

34.30

38.30

39.90

11.00

18.40

20.90

21.90

6.80

(Please note that muzzle and leash are mandatory!)
All prices listed are per person and apply during operating / opening
hours of the activities (exception: musical ice concerts).
To enjoy the cave experience, warm clothing is necessary!
Temperatures: Ice cave -2°C, Mammut cave +3°C, Koppenbrüller
cave +6°C
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Musical Ice concerts
The bizarre ice formations of the
Parsivaldom provide a congenial stage
for romantic soundscapes between
genius, virtuosity and a bizarre dreamy ambience.

in
Unique ld!
r
o
the w

Friday, 5.8. 2016 Viola Bastarda
Peter Langgartner / Viola, Gereon Kleiner / Piano

Friday, 12.8.2016 Die Dichterliebe
Songs from Robert Schumann
Belinda Loukota / Vocal, Otmar Gaiswinkler /
Trombone, Peter Brugger / Piano

Friday, 19.8.2016 Stars of the world
Eva Lind / Soprano, Otto Sauter / Trumpet,
Franz Wagnermeyer / Trumpet,
Peter Brugger / Piano

Friday, 26.8.2016 Alpin Trio
From Jazz to folk musik
Matthias Schriefl / Trumpet, Eva Kirchner /
Vocal, Yvonne Brugger / Piano

Musical Ice concert ticket
incl. cable car till middle station, entry & tour to the
Ice cave, Musical Ice concert, 3-course musical ice
meal in restaurant Schönbergalm.
Adults 66.00 / Children * 55.00
* Children born 2000 and after
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Hiking autumn
Guided hikes, festivals and traditions –
Autumn time is hiking time! Come hiking
during Obertrauns autumn hiking season!

Full moon at Krippenstein mountain
Music: Obertrauner Weisenbläser
Thu, 18.08.2016, 18:00 h, Fri, 16.09.2016, 18:00 h,
Su, 16.10.2016, 17:00 h

Sunrise trips
with breakfast in the Lodge at Krippenstein mountain
Su, 07.08. und Mo, 15.08.2016, 05:15 h
Su, 28.08.2016, 05:30 h, Su, 11.09.2016, 05:45 h

Guest hiking day
Short musical hike with Dietmar
Every Thursday from 14.07.2016 until 22.09.2016

Special events
Saturday, 20.08.2016 Plateau hike “On the rocks”
Saturday, 03.09.2016	across historic meadows to
Modereck

Saturday, 10.09.2016 Mountain mass at Zwölferkogl, 11:30 h
Sunday,
18.09.2016 on the tracks of Friedrich Simony
Sunday,
25.09.2016 Plateau hike “On the rocks”
Monday, 03.10.2016 „Liachtbratln on the rocks”
Saturday, 08.10.2016 Indian Summer “On the rocks”
Wednesday, 26.10.2016	Mountain mass at Krippenstein/
Heilbronner chaple, 10:30 h
Plateau hike „On the rocks“ and Dachstein-crossing on request
at the Lodge on +43 664 38 040 54 or at Outdoor Leadership
on +43 6135 6058. More information at the tourist office Obertraun
on +43 6131 351 or at www.wanderherbst.net.
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Special tours &

trekking tours
Mammut cave
Verfallene Burg
min. 4 pers. / max. 10 pers. per group
Duration: approx. 4 hrs.
Inc. journey up and down the mountain, 1 partial
route and guided tour.
From 4 people per person

79.00

Large Mammut cave
min. 4 pers. / max. 10 pers. per group
Duration: all day
Inc. journey up and down the mountain, 1 partial
route and guided tour.
From 4 people per person
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Koppenbrüller cave
Short adventure tour
min. 4 pers. / max. 20 pers. per group
Duration: approx. 1.5 hrs.
Meeting point: Wooden hut opposite
GH Koppenrast. In July and August daily guided tour at 15:00 h, no registration necessary.
Duration: approx. 50 minutes.
Adults 29.30 / Children 22.00 / School 17.00

Urwassergänge
min. 4 pers. / max. 10 pers. per group
Duration: approx. 2.5 hrs.
Meeting point: Wooden hut opposite
GH Koppenrast
Adults 45.00 / Children 24.70 / School 24.70
For all trekking tours / Guided tours: Advance registration required.
All prices listed are per person and apply during operating / opening
hours of the activities. All prices in Euro.
Children: Born 2000 - 2009
School classes: from 10 paying students 1 accompanying teacher/
person is free, the adult group price applies to all additional accompanying teachers/persons.
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The UNESCO

World Heritage Ticket
With the UNESCO World Heritage ticket, you can
enjoy a wonderful foray through the UNESCO
World Heritage Dachstein Salzkammergut region.
The ticket is available from 01.06. until 30.09.2016
until 10:00 at the valley station of the Dachstein
Krippenstein cable car in Obertraun.
UNESCO World Heritage Ticket:
• Return trip on the Dachstein Krippenstein cable car
• Entry to the spectatcular Dachstein Ice cave
• Atmospheric boat trip on lake Hallstättersee from
Obertraun to Hallstatt
• Bus transfer to the pier and from Hallstatt back to
Obertraun
Adults 34.50 / Children* 19.20
* Children born 2000 and after
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Via Ferrata

Thrills and adrenaline rushes on the wire rope on
the new “Via Ferrata Dachstein Krippenstein”! The
new Via Ferrata on the Dachstein Krippenstein is a
highlight for all alpine fans and offers unforgett
able mountain adventures with breath-taking
panoramas of Inner Salzkammergut all the way to
the Dachstein glacier.
Only 20 minutes from the mountain station of the
Dachstein Krippenstein cable car, you’ll find the
approach to the new via ferrata. On routes of varying
levels of difficulty (BLUE/ Himmeleck, GREEN/
Chamois and ORANGE/North face), the new Dachstein Krippenstein via ferrata can be climbed
through, and offers novices as well as pros a magnificent alpine experience along wire ropes and pegs.
More details and guided climbing & mountain tours
available from Outdoor Leadership.
www.outdoor-leadership.com
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Paragliding

W

at Krippenstein mountain

For paragliders, the Dachstein Krippenstein is
among the most impressive flying areas in the Alps.
With a difference in altitude of more than 1,500 m
between starting and landing site and its magnificent panoramas, it provides fantastic impressions on every flight. At the Dachstein Krippenstein
lies the world-famous safety training centre for
paraglider pilots, run by the Flight School Sky Club
Austria.
Fly Tandem
As a special highlight, the Flight School Sky Club
Austria offers tandem-passenger flights from the
Krippenstein. A tandem flight is a magnificent and
uncomplicated experience everyone can enjoy. A
short sprint and you take off into freedom. Suitable
for passengers from 30 kg to 100 kg bodyweight.
Contact and booking:
Flightschool Sky Club Austria
www.skyclub-austria.at
Mail: office@skyclub-austria.at
Mobile: +43 699 12 33 22 11
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4 Peaks – 1 Ticket!
The four most popular mountain peaks
in the Salzkammergut can be reached
with the low-priced Salzkammergut
Gipfelticket! www.gipfelticket.at
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Seilbahn.Gmunden.

www.gruenberg.info

Site notice: Responsible for the contents: OÖ Seilbahnholding GmbH.
Photos: OÖ Seilbahnholding, Dachstein Tourismus AG, Semrad, Keller,
Neichl, Haafke, Gamsjäger, Hallstättersee Schifffahrt, Himsl, Hörmandinger,
Schöpf, Outdoor Leadership, Strubreiter, Berger, architecture and beyond ZT
GmbH, werbegams.at. Design: adeins Werbeagentur, Linz. Printing: Salzkammergut-Media Ges.m.b.H. We reserve the right to punctuation errors,
changes and mistakes!
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Dachstein Tourismus AG
Winkl 34, 4831 Obertraun am Hallstättersee, Austria
Phone: +43 50 140
E-Mail: info@dachstein-salzkammergut.com
www.dachstein-salzkammergut.com

www.facebook.com/dachsteinsalzkammergut.at
www.instagram.com/dachsteinkrippenstein

Partners:
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